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INTRODUCTION

Axion — a hypothetical pseudoscalar boson, which
was originally introduced in order to solve a long-
standing problem ofCP -nonviolation in strong in-
teractions. A spontaneous breaking of new chiral
symmetry proposed by R. Peccei and H. Quinn at
some energy fA solves the strong CP -problem; at
the same time this breaking gives rise to a new bo-
son (i. e. axion) due to Nambu-Goldstone mecha-
nism.
The axion interactions with ordinary matter are de-
scribed in terms of effective coupling constants:
gAγ (photons), gAe (leptons), gAN (nucleons). Ax-
ion mass mA and coupling constants gAX appear

to be inversely proportional to symmetry breaking
scale fA: mA ∼ 1/fA
Initial assumptions estimated fA to be of electro-
weak scale, but a series of experiments quickly ex-
cluded this “standard axion” model.
Soon, new modified theoretical models emerged,
allowing fA to be arbitrary large, suppressing the
interactions of axion with ordinary matter and re-
ducing its expected mass — “invisible” axion. Nat-
urally, these features made the “invisible” axion a
viable dark matter candidate, creating additional
motivation for its experimental discovery.

BAKSAN UNDERGROUND FACILITY AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

The experimental setup was located in the low-
background laboratory of Baksan underground
facility (4900 m. w. e). The large gas pro-
portional counter consisted of copper cylinder
(l = 735 mm, � = 137 − 150 mm) and was
filled with 57 g of 83Kr (99.9% enrichment).
The energy spectrum was acquired over 777 days of
live-time. Since there was no visible peak in the re-
gion of interest, the upper limit on the amount of ax-
ion events was found to be Slim ≤ 140 at 90% c. l.
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ACHIEVED LIMITS ON AXION COUPLINGS

SOLAR AXIONS AND HOW TO DETECT THEM?

Stars could be intense sources of axions, thanks to
a number of processes:

• Nuclear reactions of pp-chain (gAN )
• Thermal excitation of nuclei (gAN )
• Primakoff effect (gAγ)
• Axion bremsstrahlung (gAe)
• Compton-like process (gAe)
• Atomic de-excitation/recombination (gAe)

Due to the Sun’s proximity to Earth the stellar ax-
ion flux at the Earth’s surface will be dominated by
solar axions.
Axions could be detected through reaction of reso-
nant absorption by atomic nucleus (gAN ). The re-
laxation of excited nuclei would produce γ-quanta
and electrons, detectable by conventional means.
Particular isotopes (57Fe, 169Tm, 83Kr) possess low-
energy nuclear transitions of M1-type, which allow
for testing for axion masses in 1 − 10 keV range,

consistent with the expected solar flux.
For our experiment 83Kr target with 9.4 keV transi-
tion was used.


